
New MARC 21 Values/Fields: Summary 

2004 TAG TABLE CHANGES FOR VOYAGER 2000.1.3 

This document summarizes changes to the LC ILS Tag Tables (LCMARC21) made available in 
September of 2004. The new elements and changes to elements come primarily from Update No. 3 
(October 2002) to the MARC 21 Formats for Bibliographic and Authority data. 

Although these data elements are now valid in the LC ILS, not all of them will be actively supplied in LC 
cataloging (they may occur as “pass through” data elements in records done as copy cataloging). In 
general, this document summarizes the subset of newly available data elements from two aspects: 1) those 
to begin actively supplying; 2) those NOT to supply (those not actively supplied should be considered 
“pass through”data elements). This summary is relevant to general cataloging (all cataloging for the data 
elements NOT to supply). Application of newly available data elements relevant to cataloging done in the 
special format divisions will be determined by staff in those divisions, as will the guidelines for their 
application. 

NOTE: Implementation decisions related to Update No. 4 (October 2003) to the MARC 21 formats are 
currently under negotiation; new elements/practices from Update No. 4 are not to be implemented by LC 
staff until further notice. Also deferred for now are two major changes from Update No. 2 (October 
2001), the definition of a new bibliographic level code “i” for Integrating resources, and revisions to field 
260 have been deferred until the bibliographic utilities are in a position to accept the values. 

***Staff should evaluate any customized templates and/or macros they may have developed to 
determine if these changes have an impact*** 

1. IC ELEMENTS Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

BIBLIOGRAPH

CONTROL FIELDS


Book 006/07-10 and Book 008/24-27 (Nature of 
contents) 
new value: (standards/specifications) u X 

Music 006/04 and Music 008/21 (Music Parts) 
newly defined position: 
[LC will only supply values “blank” or “fill”] X 

Music 006/16 and Music 008/33 (Transposition and 
arrangement) 
newly defined position: 
[LC will only supply values “blank” or “fill”] X 

Serial 006/03 and Serial 008/20 (ISSN center) 
new value: ited Kingdom) X 

Serial 006/07 and Serial 008/24 (Nature of entire 
work) 
new value: (Standards/specifications) X 

Serial 006/08-10 and Serial 008/25-27 (Nature of 
contents) 
new value: (Standards/specifications) X 
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u 
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1. IC ELEMENTS Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

BIBLIOGRAPH

Sound Recordings 007/10 (Kind of material)

new values: 

b (cellulose nitrate)

c (acetate tape with ferrous oxide)

g (glass with lacquer)

i (aluminum with laquer)

r (paper with lacquer or ferrous oxide)

z (other)


X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

VARIABLE FIELDS 

026 Fingerprint identifier--new field X 

038 - Record content licensor--new field X 

046  - Special coded dates (field now repeatable) X 

046  - Special coded dates--new subfields: 
j ified) 
k ing or single date created) 
l created) 
m inning of date valid) 
n alid) 
2 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

052 - Geographic Classification--new first indicator 
value: 
1  of Defense Classification) X 

506 - Restrictions on access--new subfield: 
u form Resource Identifier) X 

540 - Terms governing use and reproduction note-
new subfield: 
u form Resource Identifier) X 

563  - Binding information--new field X 

648  - Subject added entry--Chronological term--new 
field 

X 

655  - Index term--Genre/Form--new values for 
second indicator: 
0 ongress Subject Headings) 
1 s for children’s literature) 
2 s) 
3 onal Agricultural Library subject authority 
file) 
4 
5 ings) 
6 edettes-matiére) 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
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(U.S. Dept.
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(Library of C
(LC subject heading
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(Source not specified) 
(Canadian Subject Head
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1. IC ELEMENTS Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

BIBLIOGRAPH

852  - Location-- Change subfield repeatability (now

repeatable):

k (Call number prefix) X

m (call number suffix) X


MARC Language Codes--new codes 
ady gei 
arg nese Spanish 
byn Bilin 
crh 
dar 
dsb Lower Sorbian 
hat tian French Creole 
hsb Upper Sorbian 
iii 
inh ush 
jbo Lojban (Artificial language) 
kbd 
lim burgish 
nap talian 
nog ai 
udm Udmurt 
xal lmyk 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

2. Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

Ady
Arago

Crimean Tatar 
Dargwa 

Ha

Sichuan Yi 
Ing

Kabardian 
Lim
Neopolitan I
Nog

Ka

AUTHORITY ELEMENTS 

VARIABLE FIELDS


065 - Other classification number -- new field X 
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